
Corporate Intelligence &  
Third Party Risk Management

• Internationally recognised leaders in forensic investigations

• Ability to swiftly deploy teams anywhere in the region  
or the world to conduct a complete investigation

• Integrated, multi-disciplinary team with a mix of specialist 
skills and industry expertise

• Multi-lingual capabilities, with over 20 languages spoken

• Innovative use of technology to streamline the  
investigation process

• In-depth experience acting on pan-African and multi-
jurisdictional investigations

• Commercial, pragmatic approach focused on what’s best  
for the client

OUR UNIQUE STRENGTHS

Business Intelligence
FTI Consulting can find the insights and intelligence you need to 
shape and achieve your business strategies. Our expert teams 
support tailored requirements ranging from asset tracing to 
enhanced background checks, internal compliance investigations 
to transactional due diligence. 

Strategy & Market Entry
At best, bad decisions can destroy an investment or bring the 
potential of regulatory action in the US or Europe. But if verifiable 
information is hard to come by, how do you build an objective  
basis for the right decisions? 

Our teams of regional specialists ensure that information is 
assessed against the political, economic and cultural context 
of the country or region, and can offer ongoing briefing support 
throughout the decision-making process. Our experts have also 
accompanied executives for important negotiations, helping 
to ensure our clients understand the real power and interest 
structures at play in a negotiation process. This intelligence and 
expertise can shape an effective and compliant strategy, helping 
you to enter the most challenging markets successfully.

Political & Security Risk
The problem with generic geopolitical analysis is that it often 
lacks the currency and tactical relevance to a specific business. 
Time-critical decision-making needs granularity that answers the 
questions affecting your operations or investments. FTI supports 
its clients with baseline research, regular monitoring reports and 
tailored intelligence on specific critical issues, all focused on your 
interests and the issues that affect your operations.

Third Party Integrity
FTI Consulting routinely conducts enhanced investigative checks 
on country manager or agent candidates, key suppliers and local 
partners for multinational corporate clients. 

Moving quickly beyond reviews of open source and regulatory 
records, our work is based on a well-tried network of proprietary 
sources and in-country associates, allowing us to build an 
assessment of issues such as: 

• Political exposure and vulnerability;

• Links to officials and public figures;

• Key business associations and relationships;

• Criminal convictions and connections to criminal activities;

• Origin of wealth and nature of business practices;

• Corruption and sanctions profile.

Wherever the risk may be, our intelligence-led research will help you 
meet your obligations and make a better decision for your business.
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FTI Consulting has offices in Cape Town and 

Johannesburg, which are home to our Forensic 

Investigations, Economic & Financial and Strategic 

Communications teams. And with offices in  

29 major financial centres across the globe,  

we successfully serve clients wherever and  

whenever challenges and opportunities arise.
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About FTI Consulting
FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organisations manage change, 
mitigate risk and resolve disputes: financial, legal, operational, political & regulatory, reputational and transactional. 
FTI Consulting professionals, located in all major business centres throughout the world, work closely with clients to 
anticipate, illuminate and overcome complex business challenges and opportunities.
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